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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL. 

Porto Rico AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION, 

Mayaguez, P. R., October 19, 1915. 
Sir: I have the honor to submit herewith a manuscript on Some 

Experiments on the Supposed Deterioration of Varieties of Vegetables 
in Porto Rico, with Suggestions for Seed Preservation, by C. F. Kinman, 
horticulturist, and T. B. McClelland, assistant horticulturist. 

This paper gives the results of several years’ study on the question 
of the supposed deterioration of varieties of vegetables when grown 
through several generations in the Tropics. The information con- 
tained herein should be of great benefit, not only in Porto Rico, but 
throughout the Tropics generally, or wherever similar conditions 
exist. In connection with these investigations it was found that the 
season of planting affected the yield and character of vegetables to 
a remarkable degree. The data presented will, it is believed, go far 
toward developing vegetable growing, an industry that is greatly 
neglected in Porto Rico. 

Vegetable seeds of all kinds deteriorate rapidly in the hot, moist 
atmosphere of the Tropics, and a method has been developed whereby 
the viability of seed can be retained for a much longer period than is 
possible under normal conditions. This information will doubtless 
prove valuable to seedsmen and planters generally. 

I respectfully recommend that the manuscript be published as 
Bulletin No. 20 of this station. 

Respectfully, 
D. W. May, 

Agronomist in Charge. 
Dre Cs Pum 

Director States Relations Service, 
U. S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, D.C. 

Recommended for publication. 
A. C. Trur, Director. 

Publication authorized. 

D. F. Houston, 

Secretary of Agriculture. 
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EXPERIMENTS ON THE SUPPOSED DETERIORA- 
TION OF VARIETIES OF VEGETABLES IN PORTO 
RICO, WITH SUGGESTIONS FOR SEED PRESER- 
VATION. 

INTRODUCTION. 

Vegetable gardening in Porto Rico is a small industry and one in 
which there has been little progress for many years. Aside from the 
culture of tomatoes, okra, beans, pigeon peas, and starchy root crops, 
which are grown as horticultural crops, the farm garden is seldom 
seen. The commercial gardens are few and small and devoted to the 
culture of few vegetables, these often of inferior type. The poor 

. development of the vegetable industry results from the unfavorable 
soil and climatic conditions, a lack of knowledge regarding the value 
of the best varieties and concerning good seed and its storage, and the 
production of seed at home. There is a belief that northern-grown 
vegetables degenerate quickly in Porto Rico and that the seed from 
even the first generation produces plants which are inferior to their 
parents. This belief results partly from the common practices in 
vegetable growing. On account of the heavy summer rains, the 
crops which are grown from seed are for the most part planted in the 
fall or winter. If seed harvested from these plantings is immediately - 
sown, the plants as a rule give poor results, as they must contend with 
heavy rains, intense heat, and other unfavorable conditions. The 
unsatisfactory development and yield of the plants are naturally but 
unfairly attributed to the rapid degeneration of the seed resulting 
from the effect of the tropical climate. 

Because of the high humidity, seed deteriorates rapidly in the 
Tropics if exposed to the open air, and, therefore, much of the seed 
offered for sale by local dealers is almost valueless. Imported seed 
is often several months old when it arrives here, and it soon loses its 

viability, leaving the home product to supply the demand. The 
defective methods employed in collecting, curing, and storing seed 
render much of the seed harvested in winter useless for planting 
the following winter, and seed produced during the rainy season, 
when seed production is very low, often must supply the demand. 

In 1910 experiments were undertaken to determine the degenerat- 
ing influence of the climate of Porto Rico on the growth and produc- 
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tiveness of a few garden crops imported from the North. During the 
progress of the work, observations have also been recorded regarding 
seasonal effects on the production of different plants, methods for 
storing seed, and tests made to ascertain the period of viability of 
seed imported from the North and of seed grown in Porto Rico. The 
results of this work should prove valuable in changing the common 
belief and practices which have practically stopped progress in the cul- 
ture of some vegetables. 

PRACTICES FOLLOWED IN THE EXPERIMENTS. 

In undertaking this work seed of anumber of common garden vege- 
tables, including tomato, pepper, okra, beans, lettuce, radish, beet, 
squash, and cantaloup, which had been grown in the North, was 

imported. When the seed first arrived, a portion of it was placed in 
closed jars which were kept dry by placing in the bottom a few ounces 
of calcium chlorid. (See fig.8,p.27.) The seed treated in this way re- 
mained in first-class condition until the experiment was concluded 
or until the seed was exhausted by planting or testing otherwise. 
Throughout the experiment, the crops were grown in the open field 

under normal field conditions, and on a site very similar to those 
employed for gardens in the vicinity. This field is in an almost level 
valley where the soil is a heavy dark loam which is fairly fertile, but 
has little vegetable matter and poor subdrainage. To avoid damage 
from surface moisture and to insure soil aeration, the land was well 
stirred, and raised beds with a space of 1 foot between them, were 
made just previous to each plantmg. As plantings of each successive 
crop could not be made in the same place, there was danger of influ- 
encing the yield by soil variation between the different plats, although 
all the land used for the experiment was apparently very uniform. To 
overcome as much as possible any variation in the soil fertility, a heavy 
and uniform application of fertilizer was given each crop. The fer- 
tilizer contained 3 per cent nitrogen, 9 per cent phosphoric acid, and 
10 per cent potash. It was applied at a rate slightly in excess of 1 ton 
per acre. In addition, a uniform dressing of stable manure was given 
the beds. The nitrogen in the form of nitrate of soda was applied 
after the plants were well established. The quantity of fertilizer was 
intended to be in excess of the needs of the plants so as to prevent 
minor differences in the natural soil fertility of the different plats influ- 
encing the growth of the plants. This would make the climate 
responsible for the growth and productiveness of the plants of different 
generations. As the imported seed and seed from succeeding genera- 
tions were planted in beds which were side by side, the variation in 
soil conditions could have had little influence on the yield. 
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In order to eliminate as far as possible the factor of varying weather 
conditions, simultaneous plantings were made of as many different 
generations as possible. 

Care was taken that the crops should not degenerate nor Ps 
improved by seed or plant selection or by crossing with other varieties. 
At the time of planting a much larger number of seed was sown than 
the number of plants desired for the experiment. The young seed- 
lings were later thinned, leaving the desired number of plants of 
average size and vigor. Where there was danger of blossoms being 
fertilized from other varieties, the blossoms which were to produce 
seed for future plantings were hand-pollinated and bagged. 

The term season in this discussion is used with reference to periods 
of rain and drought, as the temperature in Porto Rico varies by only 
a few degrees throughout the year and is always conducive to the 
_growth of vegetation. The seasons of rain and drought and the rain- 
fall for the different months during which the experiments herein con- 
sidered were in progress are shown graphically in figure 1. By com- 
paring the rainfall and the production of the crops included in this 
experiment it will be seen that the variation in the amount of rainfall 
in different months is probably responsible for much of the variation 
in yield between different times of the year and therefore must be 
considered in calculating the results of the harvests. As the rainfall 
varies considerably in different localities in Porto Rico, the results 
secured with reference to the effect of climate on the production of 
vegetables are applicable to sections where the distribution of rain- 
fall throughout the year is similar to that at Mayaguez. 

The results which were obtained during the few years’ work with 
vegetables are given below in detail. 

In order that the system of naming may be understood, a word 
of explanation is necessary. Hach planting of northern-grown seed 
is denoted by a Spanish ordinal number, as Primera, Segunda, Ter- 
cera, indicating the first, second, and third plantings, followed by 
lst, indicating first generation or northern seed. In each instance 
the plants raised from seed of these plantings bear the same Spanish 
ordinal as the parent planting, followed by 2d, indicating the genera- 
tion, and so forth, lineal generations being always denoted by the 
same Spanish ordinal. In some instances several plantings other 
than first generations were made from the same lot of seed. These 
are distinguished by letters following the English ordinal. 

RECORDS OF THE CROPS. 

After the work had been in progress for only a short time it was 
seen that a few of the vegetables included in the experiment were not 
suited to the work, as climatic and soil conditions were not favorable 
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Fig. 1.—Monthly rainfall at Mayaguez, P. R., for the years 1910 to 1914. 
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to seed production. Cantaloups and squash were not erown after 
the first season on account of troublesome insects and weather con- 
ditions, which cause a very poor yield and would probably influence 
results by the necessity of planting, at least from later generations, 
seed which was not from average and representative plants and fruits. 
Beets and radishes were not grown beyond the first generation, as 
attempts to produce seed failed. The leaves and roots made a thrifty 
erowth, but the plants all died without sending up seed stalks. While 
these plants occasionally produce seed in Porto Rico, the crop is so 
uncertain and the yield so small that for the present at least it is 
necessary to import the seed required for these crops. 

With peppers the Ruby King variety was planted, but it was impos- 
sible to get data of size and weight of fruits, as they were nearly all 
attacked by rot before they matured. The plants grew poorly and 
produced such a small crop, as compared with the kinds commonly 

_ grown throughout the island, that it was apparent that seed of this 
type of peppers should not be imported. Further tests were made, 
however, to compare the growth and yield of the types commonly 
grown in Porto Rico with those of a number of similar imported 
varieties, including Ruby King, Chinese Giant, and Tabasco, to 
determine the advisability of producing seed from them. Plantings 
of these varieties were made in the spring when the weather favored 
a good plant growth, but later the rainfall was so heavy that con- 
ditions were unfavorable for growth and blossoming. The imported 
varieties made a rapid growth at first, but before fruit matured, the 
leaves began to fall, and the plants became barren stalks which did 
not regain their vigor. The average production per plant of Ruby 
King and Chinese Giant was between three and. four marketable 
fruits, and that of Tabasco was small also. The growth of all the 
common Porto Rican types was vigorous from the first, and they 
continued thrifty and productive for several weeks after the northern 
varieties were dead, their average production being over 16 fruits 
per plant. The fruit from the common Porto Rican type resembled 
very closely in size and shape the best northern kinds and was not 
inferior to them in flavor. The types coe included both sweet and 
pungent varieties. 

As the ancestors of the seed imported from the North for this test 
were doubtless taken from tropical America many years ago, these 
results show that the marked change effected by acclimatization and 
selection to suit northern conditions resulted in rendering them unfit 
for tropical conditions. Results with other crops discussed here show 
that where seed or plant selection is not practiced the place effect on 
these crops is too slow to be of importance to gardeners. 

59836°—Bull. 20—16——2 
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BEANS. 

The beans were of the Extra Early Valentine bush variety, grown 
in New York for J. M. Thorburn & Co., of New York City, and ob- 
tained in February, 1910. All plantings were made from this importa- 
tion except Segunda, which came from seed received September, 1911, 
and Octava, Novena, and Undecima, from seed received January, 
1913. 

The seed was planted in two parallel rows chon 6 inches apart 
and 25 feet long. Each bed was thinned to 130 to 135 plants. In 
some instances weather conditions retarded germination, and some 
plants did not appear until after the thinning, which usually took 
place within two weeks after planting, ;>hus making a few more plants 
than the experiment called tor. 1m .“her instances disease entered 
and reduced the number of plants atur thinning to a number below 
the average of the experiment. The results of these plantings are 
shown in Table I. : 

TaBLe I.—Bean generations. 

Rede eH A A Numb of days verage 3 verage umber 
pss from number Hveraee number | of beans 

Date of planting. Name. ip planting | of pods f of beans | contain- 
cs until per e e ere per ed in 4 
plants. | blossom- plant. IOS be plant. liter. 

ing. 

Porto Rico plantings.. 

Maral 21 O10 ea Primera Ist....... 137 32 9.31 3.34 ole 11,411 
ED tag / NOLO seer ae Primera 2d........ 61 31 3.02 | 2. 64 S50) sakes 
DECh 24 (90S ee Primera 3d-........ 137 35 6.03 2.78 16.8 11, 559 
Mara Dit Oiitesen ee Primera 4th.....-. 126 37 5.97 2. 24 13.4 14,412 
Sept. 16, OTe eee ae Segunda ist......- 112 30 4.22 2.61 11.0 11,994 

Re eg a eee er Tercera Ist........ 127 30 4.48 2.61 ifls 7 11, 966 
A aes SUAS Primera 5th....._.! 124 31 4.99 2. 29 11.4 11, 862 

Dec. 22, OU ee ee Cuartalshesseee 148 36 3 87/ Py, 118: 7.6 1, 420 
Dee SISR ett fee Mercerarcd nesses 131 36 2. 88 1.97 Dard 11, 693 
FASS aeee ee aes Primera 6th....... 138 36 3.91 2.19 8.6 11, 443 

Mar. 1D, OUD: Sas Quintasistese- sees 127 32 US UZ 3 Al 35.9 1, 268 
pe oe Se Re CitarjtaZde eee 135 34 10.78 3.18 34.3 1, 226 

Rien cranes a Ware arers ibrimeraythe ss 131 34 11.99 3h 7A 38.5 1, 226 
Jan. i, NOISE ees ee Octavantst=aeees: 127 34 5.10 2. 60 13.3 1, 610 

eee ES Minn wACtst= snes 116 34 6.12 2.78 17.0 1, 560 
Do Fe te aero Ase Minn istee=---- 103 34 Daal 2 2. 56 13.1 11,455 

Sea poe meee ae Minna@sisteeeaae 119 35 5.17 2. 64 13.6 1,512 
Nov. 8 5 1913 Bene ete: Novena Ist........ 86 35 2.73 2.02 BE. bn] So eee 
Gara ee SANA: IDecimarlstas-e ees 117 34 2. 26 2.01 Ed aes oe = 

DOS ee eee ts Quinta 2d B...... 57 35 DTA) 2.08 0.19) | 328. eee 
DOSS ee ee OctavarZzdeeee ene 73 35 1. 86 1.76 Bs jal ee ee 
DOME es MinnweAS 20 == sees 88 34 2.19 1.91 Al es See ee 
DOees202 eee ee Minnses 20555 84 34 2.11 1.84 3.0 hae eee 
DD) OS a eee Minna 20a ase 88 35 2.01 1.67 3:45) oe 
IDS aS AS ieee eee Primera 8th B.... 95 35 2. 22 2.10 hal Mere a 

Mara 6 OIA sre oars Undecima Ist.-.._. 53 32 11.89 2.98 35. 4 1, 230 
ID) ORs se Sener Duodecima Ist -._- 73 3 10. 21 3. 23 33:0 1, 302 
ID) OS ee eset Novena 2d....._.. 84 32 8. 64 3. 28 28.3 1, 213 
DOs ees ee Mecnna 20ers 95 32 8. 58 2.91 25.0 1, 228 
1D) Oj. ere OMinfasde sss 71 32 9. 51 3.03 28.8 1, 273 
DOL ree ee Octayasd= =. 77 32 9.10 2.52 22.9 1, 234 
DO Soca Saas ee MinmeeAgsd. sss. 79 32 8.14 3.05 24.8 1, 268 
DO. Skee es Se Manne Br3de>- ae 71 32 9. 80 3. 20 31.4 1, 264 
DO ce a ee Minna 30bn ae 90 32 9.30 3-15 29.3 1, 205 
AYO net tert eee eee Primera 9th....... 79 32 9. 22 3.18 29.3 1, 238 

Minnesota plantings 

Ajebay ily WGN a ep S@xtQuichy- sae. e OA sen cae 14. 67 3.41 50.0 1,009 
DOs at a ee Quinta 2deAee | ee eee 12.10 3.41 41.2 1, 080 
DO ees ee ae Primera 8th A..... TAGE yee oe 12.79 3.41 43.6 1,111 

1 Estimated. 
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The first planting of beans, Primera Ist generation, was made 
March 12, 1910. The season was quite favorable for this crop, and 
the yield per plant averaged 9.31 pods of 3.34 beans each, or 31.1 
beans per plant. 

From this crop two plantings were made during the following 
June. The first, made on June 11, was removed on account of injury 
from an insecticide. The second, planted on June 25, was almost 
completely destroyed by anthracnose and very wet weather, so that 
from 135 plants only 6 pods were picked. As these plantings were 
complete failures, they are not included in the table of bean genera- 
tions. 
A third planting of Primera 2d generation was made September 

17. Even though the season was much drier than usual, with weather 
conditions seemingly exceptionally favorable, the plants were badly 
diseased and did not fully develop their seed, many being obtained 
in the yield which were not sufficiently developed for either eating 
or planting. The producing plants gave an average yield of only 
eight beans per plant, showing a marked falling off m number of 
both pods per plant and beans per pod. 

Primera 3d generation, planted December 24, gave a yield which 
more than doubled that of the parent generation, but it still amounted 
to little more than half of the yield of the original planting. 

The planting of Primera 4th generation was made March 11, 1911, 
a year later than the original planting. The yield amounted to less 
than half that of Primera ist generation. In the lght of further 
tests it is assumed that this planting fell below the usual production 
of plantings at this season because the amount of moisture was below 
the optimum, the rainfall for March, May, and June of 1911 being 
less than that for these months in any other year during the term 
of the experiments. 

As the original seed had been kept in the drier, some new seed, 
Segunda Ist, of the same variety, was obtained from the same seed 
house and planted simultaneously with seed of the original lot, 
Tercera 1st and Primera 5th, seed from the fourth generation. Fresh 
seed was procured for comparison with seed kept in the drier, since 
the seed for Primera 5th generation was quite fresh and could not be 
strictly compared with the old dried seed without a check on the 
latter. This planting was made September 16, 1911, and had to 
contend with very wet weather. There were 37 days with rain, 29.39 
inches of which fell between planting and the first picking. The 
development of many pods and beans was stopped at an early stage 
by wet weather and disease fostered by such weather. 

The differences in average yield per plant of beans of sufficient 
development to be counted were so slight as to fail to show any 
degeneration, since the fifth generation yielded 0.4 bean more per 
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plant than one first generation and 0.3 bean less per plant than the 
other. Since the old seed kept in the drier gave a slightly larger . 
crop than the fresh seed, the intense drying had not injured it. The 
number of beans per pod in the two first generations was the same. 
In the fifth generation it was less than in the first two, but this was 
balanced by the greater number of pods per plant. 

The next planting, which was made on December 22, 1911, con- 

sisted of a first, a second, and a sixth generation. In contrast with 

the preceding weather, the rainfall was entirely too small for a good 
crop, there being but six days with rain and the total precipitation 
amounting to only 1.68 inches from planting until the first picking of 
mature beans. As in the preceding case, the advanced generation 
gave the greater average number of pods per plant. The pod of 
Primera 6th generation averaged also a slightly greater number of 
beans than its contemporaries, which is in contrast with the behavior 
of Primera 5th. The second generation showed the smallest average 
number of pods per plant and beans per pod. ‘The size of the beans 
of the second generation was also below that of its contemporaries. 

The next planting was made March 12, 1912. It consisted of a 
first, a second, and a seventh generation. In no other Porto Rican 
planting did the average yield of beans per plant for any generation 
whatever equal the average yield of this entire planting. The ad- 
vanced generation, Primera 7th, led with an average production of 
38.5 beans per plant. This was followed by Quinta Ist generation 
with 35.9, and Cuarta 2d generation with 34.3 beans. Here it is seen 
that the order corresponds with that of the preceding planting, the 
advanced generation in the lead, followed by the Ist, and lastly by 
the 2d generation. 

In order to observe any evidence of changes which had been pro- 
duced in this crop by being grown in the Tropics for from one to 
several generations, it was decided to make several plantings in the 
North. For this purpose seed were sent to Minnesota. Through the 

~ courtesy of Dr. J. N. Tate, of the Minnesota School for the Deaf, 
plantings were made June 1, 1912, at Faribault, Minn., of Sexta 1st 
generation, being seed of the original lot kept over calcium chlorid, 
of Quinta 2d generation A, and of Primera 8th generation A. The 
beds were made side by side under very uniform conditions of soil 
and light. The soil was a friable, rich, black loam, now well drained 

but having formerly been swamp land. All received the same treat- 
ment, all blossomed about the same time, and all were picked on the 
same date. All made astrong, vigorous growth and were much taller 
and more luxuriant than any plantings in Porto Rico. Though all 
were thrifty and vigorous, those whose antecedents had been grown 
for seven generations in the Tropics showed a little less pronounced 
vigor than the other two, between which no distinction could be made. 
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The average number of beans per pod was identical for all—that is, 
3.41. In number of pods per plant the Ist generation, plants whose 
forbears had never been grown in the Tropics to our knowledge led, 
followed by the 8th generation, and lastly the 2d generation. In 

yield of beans, the average crop per plant ran 50, 43.6, and 41.2 
beans, respectively, yields never equaled in any of the Porto Rican 
plantings. : 
Though a counting of the number of beans of the original lot which 

would be contained in one-half liter was never made, new seed re- 
ceived from the North January, 1913, ran 1,103 beans. Those grown 
in Minnesota ranged from 1,009 to 1,111. It may be assumed from 

these four counts of northern-grown seed of this variety that the 
original lot of northern-grown seed ran somewhat the same. The 
seed harvested from Primera 7th generation ran 1,226, and from 
Quinta Ist, 1,268, beans to the half liter. These Porto Rican grown 
seed, then, were considerably smaller than the northern-grown seed, 
and this in itself might account for the larger crop from Sexta 1st.! 

The next planting in Porto Rico was made January 17, 1913. It 
consisted of four 1st generations in that the parent generation of each 
had been grown in the North. Octava 1st was from new seed just 
received from the North; the other three were from the Minnesota 

crops of the previous summer, Minn. A Ist from Sexta Ist, Minn. B 
ist from Quinta 2d A, and Minn. C Ist from Primera 8th A. Minn. A 
1st produced an average of 17 beans per plant, while the others ranged 
from 13.1 to 13.6 beans. It is thought that perhaps Minn. A Ist was 
in a slightly moister location than its contemporaries, as no other 
explanation for this difference can be seen. 

The next planting was made November 8, 1913. As a whole, it 
gave a lower average than any other lot of plantings. It consisted of 
two Ist generations, five 2d generations, and one 8th generation. 
The average yield of the two Ist generations was 5 beans, of the five 
2d generations, 4.1 beans, and of the 8th generation, 4.7 beans per 
plant. The 2d generation average yields ranged from 3.3 to 5.8 
beans per plant, including thus the smallest and the largest average 
yield. Such yields show the very marked seasonal effect, but little 
else. It is interesting here to compare the yields of two plantings 
made from the same lot of seed, Quinta 2d A, planted in Minnesota 

and yielding an average of 41.2 beans per plant, and Quinta 2d B, 
planted in Porto Rico and yielding 5.8 beans per plant. 

The final planting was made March 26, 1914. It consisted of two 
Ist generations, two 2d generations, five 3d generations, and one 
9th generation. The number of plants in all rows was somewhat 
reduced by a Sclerotium blight. Except for this, conditions were 

1 See Vermont Sta. Bul. 177 (1914). 
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very favorable. The two Ist generations gave the largest crops, 
averaging 33 and 35.4 beans per plant. This may be accounted 
for, as mentioned before, by a difference in the size of the seed, 
since in no instance whatever did any Porto Rican grown seed equal 
in size those from the North, as indicated by the number of beans 
counted in one-half liter. The 2d generations averaged 26.6 beans 
per plant, the 3d generations 27.4 beans, and the 9th generation 
29.3 beans. Though the 9th generation averaged more than the 
average of all the 3d generations, one of the eee equaled it and 
another exceeded it in yield. 

In nearly all plantings some plants produced either no pods or 
pods with beans of too small a size to be considered. These non- 
productive plants varied considerably in number, but in no very 
uniform or consistent manner. They are not included in the table 
or the preceding discussion, but deserve mention. In the Septem- 
ber, 1911, planting of the two Ist generations, one produced 19 such 

plants and the other only 6, while the 5th generation included only 
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Fig. 2.—Average yields of bean generations, the number of beans per plant being indicated by heavy lines 

with lineal generations connected by dotted lines. The appended dates are those of planting. 
? 

4, In the next planting of a 1st, a 2d, and a 6th generation, 5 non- 
productive plants were included in each. In the November, 1913, 
planting these plants ranged from 2 to 5 in the 1st generations, 7a 
from 2 to 26 in the 2d generation, with 20 in the 8th generation. 
Though these tests did not afford sufficient data for a systematic 
classification of this tendency, more of such plants were observed in- 
the fall plantings than in plantings made at other seasons. 

Two diagrams are appended in order that the results of these plant- 
ings may be clearly shown. In figure 2, the yields of the lineal 
generations are shown, and it is seen that the only uniformity indicated 
is a large yield at certain seasons and a poor yield at others. No indi- 
cacions of degeneration are seen. In the other diagram, figure 3, the 
points determining the curve of the Ist generation were obtained by 
taking an average of all Ist-generation plantings made in any one 
month. These points were then connected by lines, thus forming a 
curve showing the yields of Ist-generation plantings at different 
seasons. The yields of the 2d and 3d generations are shown in the 
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same way. Of each of the more advanced generations only a single 
planting was made. These are indicated by crosses. This indicates 
very clearly the main factor governing the yield. 

In considering the many plantings that have been made, it is seen 
that the matter of a large yield or a small yield of this particular crop 
is not influenced by the progenitors having been previously grown in 
the Tropics for a long time or a short time or not at all, but is chiefly 
a matter of the planting being made at the proper season. At certain 
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Fia. 3.—Yields of different bean generations as affected by planting season. 

seasons all plantings gave a poor yield, at other seasons all produced 
excellent crops. 

OKRA. 

In the work with okra the White Velvet variety only was planted. 
The seed used here was grown in Georgia and was sent to Porto Rico 
by J. M. Thorburn & Co., of New York City. The plantings of okra 
were made in the field in beds which were all 25 feet long, except 
those for the 1911 plantings, which were 32 fect long. These beds 
were prepared in the same manner as for other crops. The seed was 
always planted thickly, and the seedlings were later thinned to 1 foot 
apart. In order to secure records of yields of mature pods and of the 
number of seeds per pod, and to obtain seed for future generations, 
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the pods of one-third of the plants were left to mature. The pods of 
the remaining plants were harvested when in marketable condition. 

Table IT gives the results of the 32 plantings of okra and needs but 
little explanation. Great differences in growth and yield were noted 
between plantings made at different seasons, but when grown side by 
side the development of the more advanced and the early generations 
was so uniform that no consistent differences could be seen. During 
the first year of the experiment, three generations were grown, one 
generation only being grown ata time. The results of these plantings 
show a decided falling off in both yield and plant growth of the 
second and third generations. The second generation, planted July 
16, gave by far the lowest yield, but this was due to the unfavorable 
season, since the yield is invariably small when okra is planted in 
summer or fall in the western part of the island. 

TaBLeE II.—Okra generations. 

cre Aver- Aver- 
S ge Aver- * a aa Aver- ee # Aver- 

_| age | Aver- | heig age (gro age 
Num- Herat num- fee age of height of lgrowth 
ber of | mar- | ber of} eh num-|plants| of j|plants| of 

Date of planting. Name. days | xe¢ | M2 | of ma-| bet Of | from plants | from | plants 
COV- | able | ture | ture | Seed | which | which | which | which 
ered. ods | POdS | poas.| Per | pods | ma- | pods | ma- 

s or |_per, | P°°*-| pod. | were | tured | were | tured 
lant, | Plant. cut | Seed. | cut | seed. 
Pa green. green. 

; Inches Inches.| Inches.| Inches. neha 
Mar. 12, 1910..... Primera Ist ---=--- 203 | 140.8 Beal teen ay 74.6) 93.3 [5055/2 eee 
July 16, 1910......| Primera 2d..-.--..- 206 | 50.1 6/64) S5o58=2 62. 2-|- 61:3) |. 36. 67) 5222-2. eee 
Decs 12, 191022 = Primera 3d A... .-- 222 E2010) eee Os on eee 36.5 |. 3828:) 1b58: ee eee 
Marti 19tleee ercera Ist... -.--- 1240 | 9774 | 18.0 |a2 22. 68.515 18.4 4 AAS ae ee 

DO- 2 aes: Primera 3d B..-.. E240 W012 85 |e. aan see 68:3. 73.4.) (Si 4p. Sane eee 
June 10, 1911-....- Coarta Ist. 2s<-+ 171 | 45.1 8:0) | eae == 63: 97) "72:0! | =4558" ae eee 
DOS. Primera 4th...-.-- 17S Aaa Bede Ss 67.2:| 67.6:| 46:3 2 ee eae 

Jan22.N Ole Quinta Ist... -.--- 250 2682 | be 2a eee SOOT | 7222) | 8856: | Bea eee 
DOs tee Cuarta 2d A.....-- 2507 LOZ, 08] ton 8:| sone eee 60:.7-| 100: 7 |i 22-2 =| eee ee 
ID OSs Kantee ee Primera Sth-A 5<- 2) (2355-2146 e135 (es ee 59.3.|. 59: 7°] -14 P |p eee 

Mar. 12, 1912..... Tercera 2d... .---- 200 fee S654 eed Eee 7.8 | 86.6 | 56:6))2-= soe eee 
DO 2225222225 Primera 5th B..--| 200] 82.0 (ps ees 67:9 |) 6725)| — 3858) |ESee="aleeee 

May 13, 1912.. Cuarta 2d B....-..- 138 | 31.1 (Poy ee ee 74.9 | 76240 S88 leer eee eeeres 
DOSS h2 2-2-6 Primera 5th C...-. 138 | 28.3 520) eons 64. 7-1" 62.8.) * SO: 45h. 4 ee eae 

Jan.45 191322 eee Oxia Ste see us 241 | 155.7) 14.4] 6.16] 54.7] 74.1] 26.4 ].-..... eee 
Dates Mints 20 ee 241 | 122.6] 18.3) 5.99} 52:1 | 64.3 | 25.5:|2°- ee eas 
DOs. s252 oe 2-2 Rereerasd sae 241 | 127.8-| 23.6.| 6.04.) 51.4.) 7165) 23h 4S JO oe 
DOR 45552 = Cuartasde eae 241 } 112.0} 19.4 |. 6.29 | 60.9 | 56.6.)" 24.4 |222e ea 
Do Sean e pee cee Primera 6th A....| 241 | 124-8] 14.1 | 6.04] 53.0| 62.6] 25.4 |....-.- [> = tame 

Nov. 8, 1913------ Septima Ist...-.-.- 146°) 47 eS sy lee ee sae 50.5 | 39.5] 29.0] 95.41 47.8 
Doe NOxta zd seeks. = 14G6\)\\= 49NG) ele eee 55.8 | 50.6 | 31.9 | 127.1 50. 0 
Does - 5-56 Quinta 3d. ...-..--- 146 | 43.6 9. 45)ec estos 48.5 | 35.3 | 16.6] 91.1 27.1 
WOse = oes Tercera 4th.-.= --- 1463] Of5 20 ealos4 Pees see 61.1} 54.7) 26.3 | 147.8 44.0 
Doe ees Primera 6th B..--| 146 | 58.3] 17.2 ]..-..--- 48.7 | 40.9 | 25.4 | 144.3 59. 4 
DO. 222-52. --= Primera 7th A...- 146 25429 10595) aaa 54.7] 36.8] 23.6] 92.0 34.8 

Mar. 26, 1914-....- Octava Ist=-~- -2-- AoE Pace eV Fed 7) ere 71.0] 93.1 | 49.0 | 303.6 |° 13927 
DOs 5 cee Septima 2d......-- TS7e | eola|| eal 2s0s| = ae oe 69.9 | 81.8] 54.6} 237.8] 140.8 
DOnc22.25 25-2 Sexta sds. -2=- 25 1ST) \G2: Ouse bast Eo see 64.6 | 86.6] 68.6 | 236.9] 167.3 
DOs: see Quinta 4th.......- TST 6820) |) aOnsa) Sees 67.8 | 79.5] 58.7 | 220.4] 146.3 
DOs reese Tercera 5th.......- 187" eeele Soe e eee os 68.7 | 87.1] 58.3 | 346.5] 145.6 
DOle. Se eencee Primera 7th B...- 1874) 26056"| 2 loe eee 64.0 | 76.2} 45.0} 202.5] 100.8 
Doses. 35 8 Primera 8th.....-- | 187] 67.6] 13.6 70.7 | 77.8} 53.0 | 260.7} 145.3 

1 Plants which matured seed were left only 166 days. 

In the plantings made during the following years, two or more 
generations were planted side by side on the same date, so that there 
would be no differences in development of the different generations 
due to weather conditions. In 1911, two crops were grown, a 1st 
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and a 3d generation planted in March, and a 1st and a 4th generation 
planted in June. The plantings made on the latter date produced a 
very uniform growth and gave a yield which was almost identical for 
the two generations, but the earlier crop shows a greater plant growth 
and a heavier yield from the imported seed. In two of. the three 
later crops in which the Ist and the 3d generations were grown simul- 
taneously, the yield of green pods of the 1st generation was higher 
than that of the 3d, and in two cases the same was true of the yield 
of mature pods, while in one case the third generation bore more 
than the first. In the plantings of January, 1912, March, 1912, and 
May, 1912, the growth of the plants and the yields were higher for 
the 2d than for the 5th generations, but these results were not in 
accord with other plantings. A notable result will be seen in the 
yield of three plantings of Primera 5th generation made in 1912. 
The first of these three plantings was made on January 22, the second 
on March 12, and the third on May 13. The yield of marketable 
pods per plant was 114.6, 82, and 28.3 respectively. These results 
show the marked effect of climatic conditions and the importance 
of testing degeneration by comparison of plantings made simulta- 
neously. In the last three crops of the experiment, one planted in 
January, one in November, and one in March, five, six, and seven 
plantings respectively were made shunt vanes Dae plats gave 
excellent opportunity to observe the effect of climatic conditions on 
okra when grown in Porto Rico for a long or short period. Aside 
from the relative production of green pods, only minor differences 
were found in any of the details under observation for the different 
generations planted at the same time. The production of green pods 
in the row planted to the imported seed was markedly heavier than 
that of later generations in two of the three trials, and lower in the 
other. The growth and general appearance of the plants of the 
different generations were very uniform. 

Where a number of generations were planted simultaneously, the 
central rows of the plat were planted to imported seed, to seed of 
the 2d, and to the most advanced generations. Where a number of 
rows were planted, the possible variation existing in soil condition 
between different sections of the plat was probably responsible for 
the small differences in yield of the various generations, as the differ- 
ences are not consistent and follow no line of advance or decline. 
The results obtained in the five years’ work with okra, during which 
32 plantings were made at 11 different dates, reaching finally the 8th 
generation, indicate that with this crop there has been no degenera- 
tion resulting from the climatic or soil conditions in Porto Rico, and 
that the home-grown seed from advanced generations is as valuable 
for planting as the northern-grown seed. 
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The growth and productiveness of no other vegetable crop in Porto 
Rico is influenced by climatic conditions more than okra. Summer 
and fall plantings result invariably, at least on the western part of 
the island, in an exceedingly poor plant growth and low fruit produc- 
tion, while winter plantings always give large and prolific plants. 

In figure 4, the yield per plant for each okra planting is shown 
graphically, together with the effect of the season on the harvest, the 
curves being formed by connecting the yield of plantings made in 
different months without indicating the parentage of the seed planted. 
The regular curve in the line showing the production of marketable 
pods is especially interesting, as it shows marked seasonal effect on 
production, emphasizes the importance of planting from December 
to March if large harvests are desired, and indicates the small crop 
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Fic. 4.—Okra yield as affected by planting season. The upper curve represents the yield of plants from 

which the pods were cut when in marketable condition; the lower curve, of plants on which the pods 

were allowed to mature. 

likely to result from plantings made during the period from May to 
November. 

In figure 5 is shown the production from seven plantings of imported 
seed and from lineal descendants of all except the last. The dates of — 
planting are given at the points showing the average yield of mark- 
etable pods per plant harvested from that planting, and this point is 
connected by a dotted line with the point which shows the average 
production per plant of the next generation. 

TOMATOES. 

In the work with tomatoes two varieties were used, Royal Red and 
Honor Bright. These will be discussed separately. 

Royal Red.—The seed of Royal Red tomatoes was from the Con- 
eressional seed distribution of 1909 and had been grown in the State 
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of California. That for the later plantings was preserved over cal- 
cium chlorid, so that only seed derived from this one lot was used. 
The seed was planted in flats or pots, and 11 to 13 days later, the 
seedlings were transplanted to small individual pots. From 24 to 29 
days after sowing 13 plants were set in the field 2 feet apart in the 
row. In several instances this number was reduced through insects 
or disease. The plants were staked, but usually left unpruned. In 
recording yields, tomatoes weighing 25 grams or less were not 
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Fig. 5.—Average yields of okra generations, the number of pods per plant (cut when in marketable con- 
dition) being indicated by heavy lines and the lineal generations connected by dotted lines. The dates 
are those of planting. 

counted. Table III shows the results of the plantings of this variety 
of tomatoes. 

Table III.—Tomato Royal Red generations. 

Number Number 

of days ee ‘ Number Average Average Date of planting. Name. om blossom- | of days N umber number Weight of planting ane to eovoradl of plants. | of fruits 1 fruit 
to blos- f 2h fe per plant. : 
soming rut 

picking 

Grams. Maire? TOTO: 20525 Primeraist-.--2- - 55 39 196 ll 13.6 112.5 Sept. 17, ALO Ss osha: Erimera 20-252 65 57 aie (eee bots ope CELI oe Mar. 11, 1911 Se Primera 3d........ 62 39 206 12 8.6 94.5 Oct. 16, "1911 ee ae ierimoera 4th: -252-- 63 49 220 11 19.3 86.5 Mar. 12, LODO ete Ae Primera 5th A.... 60 45 161 6 8.0 86. 1 Dower oa es Segunda Ist....... 60 52 161 6 5.0 88.3 pepb. 141912. oo: Tercera Ist........ 72 50 191 4 21.8 85.3 Wa se once ee oe Segunda 2d....... Th 44 191 5 23.8 68.8 WO sae cee e oer Primera 5th B.... 64 54 191 4 23.5 80.8 DOP CIS... tte 2 Primera 6th A.... 69 41 191 5 24.8 (ERY Bebe AOS 2... | Cirartayist-- 2-2. - 68 44 136 | 13 22 68. 7- DIOR eres Sk. Set Nercera.2di. - ./2...: 66 36 136 13 3.8 (flee: 1D yee aie Seas FP ae Segunda oa. ae 66 35 136 13 2.0 67.5 1D) 556 Ses gee | Primera 6th B aes 64 | 41 136 13 4.7 81.6 1D Cie PR args ete Primera AA te): Wenge 68 | 33 136 13 3.0 61.7 Ctezi Nols so | Ouinta ist. 22... 57 48 180 12 29. 2 93.8 DOSS ee eos. Cuarta2d. uo... _- 63 42 180 13 32.1 102.0 1 a ee Ree Tercera3d........ 61 44 180 13 30. 2 94.8 WO ss. ees Segunda 4th....... 62 43 180 12 32.3 88. 2 DOs ce eew ose Primera 6th C..... 68 45 180 13 17.6 100. 6 Dose te. ee Primera 7th B. 62 46 180 | 13 27.0 95.6 

1 Vines thrown down by rainstorm when crop was ae Saris collected. 
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The first planting was made March 12, 1910. The climatic condi- 
tions were favorable for a rank growth of vine, but unfavorable for 
fruiting. Toward the end of June, as almost no blossoms were set- 
ting fruit and as the plants had developed into a great mass of leaves 
and branches, about a third of the growth was pruned away. The 
average yield of tomatoes per vine was not high, but the tomatoes 
were larger in size than those from any other planting, even though 
four other plantings were made from the same lot of seed used for 
tlis one. 

Primera 2d generation was planted September 17, 1910. When 
this crop was only partially collected a heavy rainstorm threw down 
the plants, breaking them badly and knocking off so many immature 
fruits that any record of yield was made valueless. In quality this 
generation was far ahead of the 1st generation, the fruits bemg much 
smoother and firmer with a smaller percentage showing broken skin 
or creases at the stem end. ‘This difference in quality was evidently 
a seasonal effect. 

Primera 3d generation was planted March 11, 1911, a year ie 
than the first planting. Not only were the fruits comeadee tie smaller 
than those of the first generation, but the average yield per plant 
was less than two-thirds tbat of the first planting. Here again the 
broken skin at the deeply creased stem ends was very noticeable, 
many fruits spoiling soon after they were sufficiently ripe for eating. 

Primera 4th generation was planted October 16, 1911. Both in 
total weight and number of fruits per plant this exceeded the Ist and 
3d generations, but the average fruit was smaller than that of the 
3d generation, which, in turn, was smaller than that of the 1st, thus 
presenting a steady decline in size. Since the locally grown tomato 
is quite small, this would suggest that local conditions perbaps favor 
the production of tomatoes yielding small fruits. 

This theory, however, was not borne out by the next plantings, 
which were made March 12, 1912. The difference in size between 
Primera 5th A and Segunda Ist generation was so small as to be neg- 
ligible. The average fruit of Primera 5th generation A measured 
2.24 inches by 2.07 inches in horizontal diameters, and 1.66 inches in 
vertical diameter, while the average fruit of Segunda lst generation 
measured 2.31 inches by 2.08 inches in horizontal diameters and 1.73 
inches in vertical diameter. The difference in number of seed was 
also well within the allowance for experimental error, the number 
averaging in the former case 106.2 seeds, and in the latter 116.8 seeds 
per fruit. The advanced generation here produced a greater number 
of fruits than the Ist generation. 

Four generations were planted September 14, 1912, a 1st, a 2d, a 
5th, and a 6th. Owing to very wet weather and to mole crickets, 
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the number of plants was reduced considerably more than was desir- 
able for the tests. The production of fruits was very uniform, aver- 
aging from 21.8 to 24.8 fruits per plant. The total yield per plant 
for the 1st generation weighed a little less than that of the 5th gener- 
ation and a little more than that of the 6th. 

Five generations were planted February 24, 1913. The best plant- 
ing made on this date produced fewer fruits than the poorest made at 
any other time. The average number of fruits produced ranged 
from 2.2 to 4.7 per plant. Beginning with the one giving the largest 
yield, the generations were in descending order 6th, 2d, 7th, 3d, and 
Ist. 

The last planting was Made October 27, 1913. With the exception 
of a 5th generation, all generations from 1st to 7th were represented. 
From some evidently very local but unknown cause the plants in one 
end of the row of Primera 6th C were dwarfed and greatly retarded in 
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Fig. 6.—Average yields of Royal Red tomato generations, the number of fruits being indicated by heavy 

lines and the lineal generations connected by dotted lines. 

their development materially decreasing the yield of this row. The 
other rows gave an average yield of 27 to 32.3 tomatoes per plant, 
the 4th and 2d generations leading in number of fruits produced. In 
size, the tomatoes of the 2d generation were the largest and those of 
the 4th generation were the smallest. Excepting Primera 6th C, the 
yield of the poorest row planted at this date exceeded the best yield 
of any other planting. 

In figure 6, the number of fruits produced by each planting is dia- 
grammatically shown in connection with the number produced by its 
lineal forbears and its descendants. The planting dates are appended 
in each case. ‘This diagram is so similar in form to that showing the 
total yield by weight of fruit produced by the average plant that the 
latter diagram is not included. 

These diagrams clearly show that there is no uniformity of behavior 
where the number of ancestral generations grown in the Tropics is 
considered as the main factor. This is particularly noticeable in the 
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Primera group, of which more plantings were made than of any other. 
The one striking feature is the grouping of the late winter and spring 
dates on the one hand and the autumn planting dates on the other, 
showing the planting date to have been the real factor in determining 
the yield. In figure 7 this is clearly demonstrated where all plant- 
ings made on the same date are connected by lines. The small yield 
of the 6th generation in the October, 1913, planting, which is the 
only thing to mar the symmetry of this chart, has already been 
explained. 

The tomatoes planted in the fall on the whole had a slightly larger 
average size than those planted in the late winter and spring, but 
this was not uniformly the case. However, the main factor seemed 
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Fic. 7.—Average yields of Royal Red tomato generations, the number of fruits being indicated by heavy 

lines and simultaneous plantings connected by dotted lines. 

to be the time of planting. The number of ancestral generations 
which had been grown in the Tropics failed to show any effect on size. 

An analysis of the whole subject shows that, though tomatoes from 
northern seed were grown for seven generations in the Tropics, this 
change of habitat apparently had no effect on either size or number 
of fruits produced. The one factor influencing production which rose 
far above all others was the season at which the planting was made. 

Honor Bright.—The seed of Honor Bright tomatoes was from the 
1910 crop grown in California for J. M. Thorburn & Co., of New York 
City. In tests of this variety, eight plants were set 4 feet apart in 
the row. The general treatment followed was the same as that for 
the Royal Red variety, except that less manure was used in the 
preparation of the beds. The results of the plantings are given in 
Table IV. 

3 
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TasLE 1V.—Tomato Honor Bright generations. 

Num- 
Num- 
ber of aoe. Aver- ye 
days Num- age | AVer-| yorizontal | diam- 
from fon ber of | Num-| num-| age 

Date of planting. Name. plant- days | ber of| ber of |weignt| Ciameters | eter 
m- : . of average of ing to cov- |plants.| fruits| of , . 

blos- | 7° to! ered. per | fruit, | fruit. Byet 
som- | fruit plan age ing pick- fruit 

ing 

Grams.| Inches. | Inches 
Dec. 10, 1910........ Primera ist...... ‘ 57 48 208 6| 51.2 | 104.6 |2.57 by 2.37 ie 
May 24, 1911........ Primera 2d A..... 82 196 278 8 : LSS Opie. eases ll Naseer 
Mar. 12; 1912... 02... Primera 2d B..... 60 45 161 8 3.1 78.9 |2.20 by 2.01 1. 53 
Decs 10} 1912222032 Primera 3d........ 60 42 210 7 | 90.7 | 104.9 |2.43 by 2.40 1.80 

The first planting was made December 10, 1910. The fruits were 
large to medium in size, and the average production per plant was 
51.2 fruits. 

The first planting of the 2d generation was made May 24, 1911. 
By the middle of August the plants began to blossom. In early 
October it was noted that blossoms were seen only very rarely and 
that these did not set fruit. By this time one plant had died, and 
two more were nearly dead. Near the end of February of the follow- 
ing year, two tomatoes, one weighing 18 grams and the other 8 grams, 
were produced on plants which were then entirely leafless, only one 
plant still having green leaves. This demonstrated very forcibly 
the uselessness of attempting to produce tomatoes in the season of 
heavy rains. 
A second planting of the 2d generation was made March 12, 1912. 

The fruits produced were small in size and few in number. They, 
however, furnished sufficient seed for a planting of the 3d generation. 

The 3d generation, which was planted December 10, 1912, far 
excelled any other planting. The average size of the tomatoes was 
about the same as that of those of the Ist generation, but the number 
produced was 90.7 fruits per vine. The total weight of fruit per vine 
was about 21 pounds. 

The yields showed the seasonal effects in even more pronounced 
contrast than did the plantings of Royal Red tomato, though fewer 
plantings were made. The data serve to substantiate the conclu- 
sions reached in the tests of the other variety. 

LETTUCE. 

The lettuce plantings were from seed of Prize Head lettuce, grown 
in California and received in the Congressional seed distribution of 
1909. The young plants were transplanted to individual pots 10 to 
13 days after sowing. When sufficiently large, two or three weeks 
later, 25 to 30 plants were set in the field, 1 foot apart in the row. 
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Where a plant was injured so as seriously to retard its development, 
or varied decidedly from the others, it was removed. Alternate 
plants were left for seed, and the others were cut to supply the desired 
data. In the plantings of January, 1914, no plants were reserved for 
seed. The beds were cut at the first indication of a blossoming stalk 
starting up. Where one or several dried leaves were found, these 
were discarded and the head then weighed. The remaining leaves 
were then counted, including all an inch or more in length. Except- 
ing the plantings on the last two dates, measurements were taken of 
the length and breadth of the 12 outer leaves on six average heads 
of each planting, the length being measured along the midrib, and the 
breadth at the widest portion of the leaf. The results are given in 
Table V 

TABLE \V.—Lettuce generations. 

See 
of days i Average | Average 

: + from verage | number length Average 
Date of planting. Name. planting » meus of good | of leaf. peat 

to cut- “| leaves. eas 
ting. 

Grams. Inches. | Inches. 
Mar-42 1010. -s—= ees Primera 1s§=s- = 63 169.2 24.7 6. 84 6.55 
Jari 191t. 2 Soar eee Primera 3@2--- 2. = - 75 97.9 19.5 5.59 6. 40 
HeakyiG: AG eee oe ees Rrimera 4th. 5 eet 7 54.2 1S 7 4.66 4. 86 
Dees Aoi ae ee Primera sthiaonee.- 2 s-- | (2), 2 204 27.3 5. 84 6.45 
Mar 2 JOD 2 8 Sake - Nec 21S epee ewe 66 195.0 29.3 6. 04 6. 82 

Primeraptnibe ee eee 66 223.1 30.8 6.05 6.95 
IN OV. (Ol cee een Lercera istes-.--o se 72 63.3 18.0 |. ..2.522¥0) Rees 
Mar 27, 191se. 22253. See.) Cuarta (stpi2 2228832555 75 199.4 28. 9). ete See 

‘Tercera 2d Aye se. ees 75 136.1 24.6 [pete teec ee certs eee 
Fan, V7 AS ae a Quintaiish. 65 Sheree 74 127.8 95.1 | eee | 3 oes 

| erceta 2d sass sea 74 109.2 24.2 

The first planting, which was made March 12, 1910, gave a satis- 
factory yield. 

Seed from this generation were planted repeatedly, but sufficient 
plants for a test were never obtamed. This same condition of poor 
seed with a low percentage of viability was found to be quite common 
where plants blossomed and seed was produced in rainy weather. 

Four 2d generation plants were finally obtained, but only one of 
these lived to blossom. From this plant seed ripened in December 
and was used for Primera 3d generation, which was planted January 
2,1911. Though this generation was left uncut 12 days longer than 
the 1st generation, the plants produced fewer and smaller leaves and 
weighed considerably less. Ripe seed was collected from these 
plants in May and June. 

Primera 4th generation was planted July 6, 1911. In number 
and size of leaves and weight of head it fell far below the 3d generation. 

Primera 5th A, which was planted December 13, 1911, produced a 
much better growth than either of its two nearest ancestral genera- 
tions, but in weight it did not equal the 1st generation. 
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Two years after the original planting a simultaneous planting was. 
made of a 1st generation and a 5th generation. Owing to very wet 
weather, very ee and poor seed were obtained from the 4th genera- 
tion, and the young seedlings from this generation were much slower 
in germinating and, as young plants, were vastly inferior in size to 
the plants of the contemporaneous Ist generation. However, before 
maturity the average size of plants of the 5th. generation was con- 
siderably larger than that of the 1st generation plants, not only show- 
ing no degeneration, but excelling in size the 1st generation plants, 
even though handicapped by a poor start. 

The leaf measurements of these two simultaneous plantings showed 
no change to have taken place in the general shape of the leaves. 

The 5th generation showed a tendency toward earlier blossoming 
than the Ist generation. 

On account of rainy weather no seed was obtained from these 
plantings. 

Seed from 5th generation A and seed of the original lot were 
sent to Washington and planted at Arlington Experimental Farm 
through the kindness of the horticulturist, D. N. Shoemaker. He. 
reported in letter of December 31, 1912, as follows: 

* * * On July 3 it was noted that the 6th generation lettuce in comparison 
with the other two was decidedly less frilled and not quite so deep in color. On 
July 13 it was noted that the -6th generation showed smoother edges and lighter 

color, but was larger and more vigorous in plant than the Ist generation or the Amer- 
ican seed. On July 30 it was noted again that the lettuce of the 6th generation was 

certainly not so deep in color and was less frilled to the edge of the leaf than the Ist 
generation. Also it was quite notable that it was tenderer than either of the other 
numbers planted for comparison. 

On September 4 we noted on some plants which had been lifted and planted in a 
frame that the plants of the 6th generation grown in Porto Rico were larger and more 

vigorous than the others but were rather inferior in varietal character. 
Would say in summing up the observations that the difference between the lettuce 

of the 6th generation and first generation from Porto Rico seems very likely to be 
that which would result from a selection of the varieties in any region without a strict 
adherence to the varietal type; that is, that the difference observed here would very 

readily occur in the same number of generations on any American farm if the seed- 
bearing plants each year were not strictly compared with an ideal varietal type. 

Several other plantings were made in Porto Rico after this date. 
On November 7, 1912, another planting of Ist generation was 

made. The heads were next to the smallest of any produced. 
Measurements of the average length and breadth of. the 12 outer 
leaves on six average heads showed that in the Ist generation the 
length and breadth of leaf were not in uniform relation, since on three 
heads the sum of the leaf lengths exceeded the sum of the breadths 
in each case, while the reverse was true with the three others. This 
lack of uniformity was also found in Primera 1st but did not appear 
in Primera 5th B or Segunda 1st. Its appearance in two 1st genera- 
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tion plantings showed it too unstable a factor te be regarded, so 
further leaf measurements were not taken. 
Two more plantings of Ist generations were made simultaneously 

with 2d generations, and in each instance the Ist generation gave 
the better yield. 

In only the earlier of these two plantings were plants left for seed. 
In this instance the 2d generation showed a tendency toward earlier 
blossoming than the Ist. 

In reviewing the various lettuce plantings, no degeneration caused 
by being grown for a number of generations in the Tropics is evident. 
On the contrary, mdications point toward an improvement in the 
advanced generation. | 

The production of well-formed and viable lettuce seed in some 
seasons here is practically impossible, and for this reason it will 
usually be found best to import seed for this crop. The difference 
in yield of 1st and 2d generations, when planted simultaneously, 
may or may not have been due in part to a difference in vigor caused 
by a difference in size of seed. 

As with the other crops previously discussed, the prime factor 
nfluencing production seemed to be the planting season. 

PRESERVING THE VIABILITY OF VEGETABLE SEED, 

The humidity of the air in Porto Rico is very high and causes 
vegetable seed exposed to the open air to lose their viability much 
sooner than would be the case in a drier atmosphere. The imability 
to keep seed in goed condition is a serious hindrance to vegetable 
growing. When the experiments herem reported were undertaken, 
the following method for preserving seed was employed and was very 
satisfactory. The seed in cotton sacks was placed in air-tight glass 
jars in the bottom of which a few ounces of calcium chlorid had been 

placed. A small piece of wire screening separated the seed from the 
calcium chlorid below. (See fig. 8.) This method is simple and costs 
little, and is recommended for general use. While glass jars were 
used in experiments, metal or nonporous earthen vessels will serve 
as well if made air-tight. It must be remembered that the calcium 
chlorid placed in the bottom of the jar is used as a drying agent and 
not as a preservative in any other sense. Seed such as coffee and 
citrus, which lose their viability on drying, can not be kept viable 
in this way. If seed with a fairly high water content is to be stored, 
it may be necessary to renew the calcium chlorid, since, unless a 
sufficient quantity of calcium chlorid is used to take up the surplus 
water, the seed may not be kept sufficiently dry. Before the caici1um 
chlorid becomes entirely moist, it should be replaced by afresh supply. 
In handling it should be exposed as short a time as possible to the 
open air, since it takes up moisture from the air readily and so loses 
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its drying power. In removing seed from the contaimer this should 
be remembered. 

Germination tests were made of seed of a number of different vege- 
tables, a Geneva seed tester bemg used. ‘To bring out more clearly 
the results of these tests, they have been plotted as curves. The 
native tomato seed of which tests are recorded in figure 9 was col- 
lected in the winter of 1910. The other seed was imported, coming 

Fig. 8.—Air-tight jar illustrating method of preserving seed over calcium chlorid. 

presumably from the 1909 crop. A portion of each was kept in the 
drier and another portion was exposed to the open air. 

In the last germination test of bean seed which had been kept in 
the open the seed was put in the tester October 29, 1910, germinating 
4 per cent. On this date, 100 per cent of the seed kept in the drier 
germinated. This seed from the drier still showed a 100 per cent 
germination nearly two years later, August 13, 1912, when the tests 
had to be discontinued on account of a scarcity of seed. 
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Fic. 9.—Results of germination tests of seed. The unbroken line shows the germination of seed kept in a 

closed jar containing calcium chlorid as a drier. The dotted line shows the germination of seed from the 

same lot kept in cotton sacks exposed to the air. 
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By the end of 1911 all of the imported seed kept in the open air 
had lost its viability. In 1915, 94 per cent of the radish seed and 
84 per cent of the beet and tomato seed kept in the drier still 
cverminated. 

Unfortunately, the supply of okra seed in the drier was too small 
to allow a long continuance of tests. On November 4, 1911, 100 

per cent of the seed from the drier germinated, while of that in the 
open only 2 per cent germinated. It was found necessary before 
planting to file okra seed which had been kept in the drier. 

The native tomato seed, after more than five years in the drier, ' 
showed a germination of 93 per cent, whereas seed kept in the open 
lost all viability in less than half that time. 

In figure 10 the loss of viability of imported seed of a number of 
different vegetables is graphically shown. The very rapid loss of 

Fie. 10.—Loss of viability of imported vegetable seed exposed to the open air. The tests begun Feb. 12 

1910, were of seed presumably collected the preceding season; those begun Jan. 28, 1911, presumably 

were from the 1910 crop. The dates of the germination tests are given above. To eliminate as far a; 

possible errors of individual tests, the curves were plotted by connecting points midway between the 

germination percentages so as to occupy a mean position in respect to them. Tests not made were of 

kale Aug. 27, 1910; turnips, Dec. 31, 1910; okra, Sept. 9 and Nov. 4, 1911. 

viability of lettuce seed kept in the open air stands in marked con- 
trast with the results of tests of seed of the same lot which had been 

kept in the drier and which showed a germination of 90 per cent 
in 1915. 

In figure 11 the loss of viability of home-grown seed is shown. 

SUMMARY. 

That northern vegetables degenerate quickly when taken to the 
Tropics is a common belief in Porto Rico, resulting from the fact 
that seed loses its viability quickly when exposed to moist air and 
from a lack of knowledge regarding seasonal effect on vegetable 
production. 

To retain the viability of seed of the crops used in the experiments 
here reported, the seed was stored in air-tight jars in the bottom 
of which was placed a small quantity of calcium chlorid. This 
method was so satisfactory that it is recommended for general use. 
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Planting a few types of peppers, such as are commonly grown in 
Porto Rico, side by side with varieties imported from the North 
showed that the Porto Rican types are much more productive and 
therefore more desirable than imported varieties. 

Forty plantings of beans were made, including nine generations. 
Of the Porto Rico plantings, those made in March gave large crops, 
except one in 1911, which was hindered by an exceptional drought, 
while those made in other months, including June, September, 
November, December, and January, gave small harvests. No indi- 
cations that advanced generations were inferior to earlier ones were 
observed. 

Records of the five years’ work with okra, during which time 32 
plantings were made, reaching finally the eighth generation, show 

NUMBER OF WEEKS AFTER FICHING 
o 46 Fa 32 #O cod 56 6F 72 8O fof IE /0F 

Fie. 11.—Loss of viability of home-grown vegetable seed exposed to the open air. The okra curve was 

made from the averages of 10 different lots of seed, the tomato curve from 6, the bean curve from 5, and 

the pepper curve from 3. Since the ripening season in many instances extended over a period of a number 

of weeks, the picking date was arbitrarily assumed and the tests were therefore only approximately so 

many weeks after picking. 

that the growth and production of the advanced generations are not 
inferior to those of the earlier ones. 

The development of plants of the different generations of tomatoes 
grown in Porto Rico was very uniform and proves that, except for 
occasional importations, the seed of this vegetable needed in Porto 
Rico can well be grown in the home gardens. 

In the work with lettuce no degeneration was noted as a result of 
growing an imported variety for successive generations in Porto 
Rico. Owing to the difficulty of producing seed during seasons of 
heavy rain, the experiments with this crop were hindered consider- 
ably. As seed production is difficult and loss of viability rapid, it 
will probably be necessary to import the seed of this crop. 

In all vegetable plantings the season at which the planting was 
made had a very pronounced effect on the yield, being the predomi- 
nant factor influencing production. 
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